Travelling to Oak Hall, Otford Manor By Road
When travelling from the South or South West:
follow the M25 eastwards to Junction 5. Take the second exit signposted A21
Sevenoaks, Hastings. On the A21 take the first exit signposted A25 Sevenoaks, and
follow this into Riverhead. After one mile you come to a mini roundabout, turn left
and then immediately right at the next mini roundabout. Follow this road for about
one more mile until you reach the traﬃc lights, take the left turn signposted A225
Otford. Follow this until you reach Otford. At the village duck pond turn right, again
signposted A225 Farningham. Take the first turning on your right (just after the railway
station), (Pilgrims’ Way East) signposted Kemsing. After about 500 meters, take the
first left turn up a steep hill (Row Dow). At the top, bear round to the right (Birchin
Cross Road) and Shorehill Lane is the first turning on your right about 400 meters
further on. At the end of Shorehill Lane, bear round to the left and go up the drive to
Oak Hall. Should you get lost, please do not hesitate to telephone the office on 01732
763131 and we will be able to help.

If you are coming from the Dartford Bridge:
follow the M25 and exit at Junction 3b, sign-posted A20 Swanley. (This is half a mile
after the M20 exit). At the roundabout take the second exit sign-posted West
Kingsdown and Brands Hatch. Go straight over the first roundabout then take the
second exit at the second roundabout, following the A20. After 300 yards take the
right turn signposted A225 Sevenoaks. After about 5 miles you will enter Otford.
When the A225 bears right towards Sevenoaks, take the turning on the left to
Kemsing (Pilgrims Way East). Take the first left hand turn up Row Dow Hill. At the
top, bear round to the right and then take the first right hand turn into Shorehill Lane.
Oak Hall is at the end on the left (as detailed above).

If you are coming from the Maidstone direction:
take the A25 towards Sevenoaks and Westerham. At the junction with the A225, take
the right hand turn signposted Farningham A225. Do not go into Sevenoaks. Follow
the A225 into Otford and then follow the directions as for coming from the M25.

If you are coming up the M26:
there is no exit onto the A21 southbound at Junction 5. It is therefore necessary to
exit at Wrotham and follow the A25 as above. If you miss the Wrotham turn off, follow
the M25 to Godstone (Junction 6) and then come back along the M25 east bound and
follow the directions as above.

www.OakHall.co.uk

